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Lockheed Martin Sponsors `Touchdowns For
Technology' With The Philadelphia Eagles
Radio Network
PRNewswire
KING OF PRUSSIA, Pa.

Every time Merrill Reese calls a touchdown on 94WYSP this year, the children in the Philadelphia
School district will benefit. Lockheed Martin has partnered with Eagles Radio 94WYSP in a program
that will provide computers for under-resourced schools in Philadelphia through a sponsorship called
"Touchdowns for Technology."

Lockheed Martin will donate two computers for every touchdown the Philadelphia Eagles score this
year. In addition, Lockheed Martin's employee volunteer organizations will work with Eagles Radio to
install the computers in the schools.

In the Delaware Valley, more than 11,000 dedicated Lockheed Martin employees volunteer
thousands of hours each year working side by side with local organizations to improve our
communities and schools.

The Eagles averaged 35 regular season touchdowns over the last ten years. However, excited about
the team's prospects this year, Lockheed Martin is ready to donate up to 100 computers.

Eagles Radio is committed to working closely with Partners in Technology, a program of Philadelphia
Cares. This unique program enables volunteers to bring technology into Philadelphia's most
underprivileged neighborhoods. Philadelphia Cares created the Partners in Technology as another
way to address the Greater Philadelphia region's critical needs through volunteer action. The
program benefits communities by giving adults and children access to computers, to the Internet
and to computer training. The primary focus is to enable others to build a brighter future through
technology.

Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed Martin (www.lockheedmartin.com) is a global
enterprise principally engaged in the research, design, development, manufacture and integration of
advanced- technology systems, products and services. The Corporation's core businesses are
systems integration, space, aeronautics, and technology.

MAKE YOUR OPINION COUNT - Click Here
http://tbutton.prnewswire.com/prn/11690X95824524
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